[Good results but many complications in unilateral leg lengthening techniques].
Assessment of the results and complications of limb lengthenings according to Wagner and De Bastiani. Retrospective. University Hospital Groningen, the Netherlands. Between 1978 and 1993, 10 Wagner and 23 De Bastiani limb lengthenings were performed on 16 patients with leg length discrepancy and 3 patients with short stature. The lengthening procedures were assessed for mean lengthening, healing index (treatment days per centimeter of lengthening) and complications. The residual length discrepancy was measured indirectly. Total gain in body height was measured in the short stature patients. For the Wagner upper leg procedures the mean lengthening was 40 mm and the healing index 81 days/cm. For the lower leg these were 37 mm and 81 days/cm respectively, for the Bastiani lengthenings because of length discrepancy the figures were 70 mm and 46 days/cm (upper leg) and 53 mm and 52 days/cm (lower leg), and for short stature 74 mm and 46 days/cm (upper leg) and 57 mm and 55 days/cm (lower leg). There were 37 complications. Lengthening in 6 Wagner and 3 De Bastiani procedures was interrupted because of several of these complications. In 9 patients with length discrepancy the final result was satisfactory, 3 patients were not yet fully grown. Four patients had a residual length discrepancy of 2.5 to 3.5 cm. The short stature patients gained an average of 13.1 cm in height. Limb lengthenings are accompanied by many complications and patients should be monitored intensively, but the results are usually good.